PRESS RELEASE

LE BREAD XPRESS PLANS LIVE DEMOS OF BAKE XPRESS
AT ARTICULATE 2021
SAN FRANCISCO – May 13, 2021 – Le Bread Xpress will be providing
live demonstrations of its innovative Bake Xpress micro-bakery at
ArticulATE 2021, the virtual event focused on food robotics and
automation on May 18, 2021, from 10:00 AM to 7:00 PM (PST). Le Bread
Xpress will demonstrate how Bake Xpress is revolutionizing the vending
industry from its headquarters in Sunnyvale, Calif., during the show expo open hours. Company representatives
also will be available to schedule private demonstrations, and company founder and CEO Benoit Herve will be
interviewed on the main stage at 12:50 PM (PST).

Bake Xpress micro-bakeries are unique robotic vending solutions that offer a full menu of fresh meals and
pastries, ranging from croissants to pizza. Each food item is prepared and partially baked at a traditional bakery
before being stored in the Bake Xpress refrigeration unit and then baked in Bake Xpress’ smart oven at time of
order. Mr. Herve will demonstrate the machine’s operation and discuss the details of how facilities can install and
manage Bake Xpress.

Tickets to the on-line event and the full event schedule are available at https://hopin.com/events/articulate-thefood-robotics-summit

About Le Bread Xpress
Le Bread Xpress combined robotic, AI, sensor, wireless, and heating technologies with artisan recipes to create
Bake Xpress, a ground-breaking vending machine that custom bakes a variety of meals and pastries on demand.
With a customizable menu ranging from croissants and muffins to pizza, calzones and gourmet sandwiches, Bake
Xpress is a significant upgrade to traditional vending options. Le Bread Xpress was founded in 2015 and has
installed Bake Xpress micro-bakeries in universities, hotels, retail centers, factories and office parks worldwide.
For more information, please visit www.lebreadxpress.com.

###
Note to editors: Le Bread Xpress, Bake Xpress and the Le Bread Xpress and Bake Xpress logos are trademarks of Le Bread
Xpress, Inc. Other trademarks or brand names mentioned herein are trademarks of their respective holders.
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